Abstract. We consider several heuristic algorithms for scheduling maintenance of locomotives in the depot consisting of three observation ditches. Here six algorithms for scheduling maintenance of locomotives in the depot for some cases are presented. These algorithms give the opportunity to set the priority of service requirements by various permutations. We carried out computer experiments to calculate the absolute error in comparison with the method of iteration giving the absolute minimum of the objective function. As a result, the proposed algorithms provide scheduling for less computer time with small errors compared to standard optimizers as IBM IlogCplex.
Introduction and Related Work
The railway stations and paths connecting them schematically can be shown in the form of the graph. Below in Fig. 1 it is given a graph of the UK East-West Railway. On edges of this graph (railway tracks) trains move from one vertex (station) of the graph to other. 
Keywords:
* All locomotives are attributed to certain service areas of locomotives (SAL) on which they are moving. For the avoidance of breakages and failures in work, each locomotive needs to provide a periodic maintenance in the point of maintenance of locomotives (PML). There is a type of technical service (TS) called TS-2 which carrying out is regulated by a run from the last repair and is implemented in PML.
Here we have considered the problem of scheduling of an maintenance of locomotives in PML.
Problem Definition
PML consists of expressly equipped viewing ditches (slots) on which the locomotive can be served. At some point in time locomotives arrive in the depot. It is possible that all slots of the depot will be occupied, then the turn of locomotives is formed. Therefore, it is necessary to define the sequence of an maintenance of the arrived locomotives.
There is a number of the conditions imposing restrictions for work of the depot: in each instant on one slot can be served only one locomotive; all locomotives must be serviced; the locomotive cannot leave the slot after the beginning of an maintenance while maintenance will not be complete; the locomotive can be serviced only once; processing time of locomotives and time of arrival in depot are not dependent on the slot. We need to construct a schedule with minimal total weight completion time.
Mathematical Problem Definition
In our cases the depot consisted of three slots and there are three types of locomotives (see Fig.  2 ) with various processing times. A set of all locomotives N = N 1 N 2 N 3 where each subset N 1 , N 2 , N 3 corresponds to one of types of locomotives. In total there are n = |N | locomotives. Each locomotive has a number j, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Locomotives of the set N 1 can be serviced on any slot of the depot. Locomotives of the set N 2 can be serviced on two slots (2 and 3), and locomotives of the set N 3 can be serviced only on one slot of the depot (No. 3). Each locomotive j ∈ N is characterized by a set of parameters:
r j -release time of the locomotive to the depot; p j -processing time of the locomotive in the depot; w j -weight (importance) of the locomotive. There is a not empty set of all possible schedules Π meeting the following conditions: each locomotive is serviced on the appropriate slot; in each moment on the slot no more than one locomotive is serviced; all arrived locomotives are serviced. Schedule π is an item of the set Π, π = π 1 π 2 π 3 , where π 1 , π 2 , π 3 -schedules of slots of the depot with No. No. 1, 2, 3, respectively, π ∈ Π. Any locomotive j ∈ N can belong only to one schedule π i , i = 1, 2, 3.
C j (π) is completion time of service of the locomotive j in the schedule π. Function of total weight completion time can be written as: It is necessary to notice that values r j and p j do not depend on schedule and
for all schedule π ∈ Π. So objective function is:
So we need to minimize the value of objective function. Two special cases of an objective can be considered: all times r j = 0, for all j ∈ N ; all times p j = p, for all j ∈ N . In [1] the problem of distribution of requirements on a single machine is solved. Requirements (locomotives) have to be served in decreasing order of w j /p j (priority), j ∈ N .
For one and two identical machines the problem of distribution of requirements with minimum total weight completion time is polynomially solvable. In [2] it is shown that for three and more machines the task generally is NP-hardness.
The case of dynamic drawing up the schedule in process of receipt of requirements for three identical machines is solved in [3] . Authors prove that as soon as there arrives the requirement with the higher priority it is necessary to interrupt the requirement with the least low priority.
Theoretic Results
The comparative analysis for r j = 0
We have made numerical experiments on the calculation of an average error of searching to a minimum of the objective function (3) .
We compared the Algorithms 1, 2, 4 with the Algorithm 3 which looks for an absolute minimum of the objective function (3) . Experiments were made with locomotives in quantity up to 30 pieces. Results of operational analysis of three algorithms are given below. For comparison was the error of the value of the objective function (3) counted according to [1] for each slot is estimated (on each slot only one type of locomotives). In Fig. 3 orange intervals showed limits of absolute errors of algorithms. Examples were generated automatically in a random way by means of the program. The number of locomotives varied ranging from 15 to 30 pieces, and there was not less than one locomotive of each type. Values of weight w j , j ∈ N lay in the range from 1 to 40, and values of duration of a maintenance p j , j ∈ N -from 1 to 100.
It is clear that Algorithm 1 has a minimal error. For an Algorithm 1, the comparative analysis with the optimizer of IBM IlogCplex [4] with locomotives in quantity up to 50 pieces was carried out. Results of comparison of operating time and the relative accuracy are given below in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we can see that the error of calculation of a minimum of objective function (3) poorly depends on the number of locomotives, and the value of an error turns out < 1%. Operating time of the optimizer strongly grows with a body height of a number of locomotives in comparison with the operating time of an Algorithm 1.
Statistics for p j = p By comparing the Algorithm for a single slot and the full-search algorithm, statistics were generated on randomly generated examples (Fig.6) . The algorithm found a timetable for achieving an absolute minimum of 40% of the examples (20 different random examples), in which the number Generation parameters:
• number of locomotives: 11;
• Weight variation: 5-30;
• variation of arrival time: 0-1100 conventional time units;
• service time: 100 conventional time units. Two heuristic algorithms were constructed to solve the task of constructing a schedule for the operation of a locomotive depot. The effectiveness of these algorithms was analyzed by comparison with the algorithm of a full search on randomly generated examples (Fig. 7) Generation parameters:
• number of locomotives: 9 (at least one locomotive of each generation);
• weight variation: 5-30;
• variation of arrival time: 0-900 conventional time units;
• service time: 150 conventional time units. 1 -full search algorithm, 2 -Algorithm 5 permutations from three slot. 3 -Algorithm 6 permutations from the third slot.
The running time of Algorithm 5 (6) for the distribution of 10 locomotives averaged 1 (1.6) seconds, with a distribution of 15 locomotives of 1.5 (2.4) seconds.
Let there is some schedule π. At the moment C j (π) an maintenance of the locomotive j comes to the end on the slot 1. So N j is a set of the locomotives standing in a queue on an maintenance after it. Below in Fig. 8 the diagrammatic representation of the schedule is given.
Let's count a contribution of z j (π) of the locomotive j in value of objective function at schedule π: 
where the first term is connected with service of the current locomotive j, and the second term is dealing with service of locomotives of a set N j standing in a queue. For minimization of objective function it is necessary to develop schedule π at which the sum of all parameters of z j (π) will be minimal:
It is obvious because
where w j p j = const for all j ∈ N . The existence of the schedule means that for each slot of the depot the sequence of an maintenance of locomotives is defined. The shift for schedule π is the transfer of the locomotive j on another slot, preserving the sequence of the rest of the locomotives (see Fig. 9 ). Obviously, it is possible to receive any other schedule π by means of shifts from any schedule π. Shift of the locomotive j in schedule π can change value z j (π). A difference of these values at schedules π and π is given by:
If one makes shifts satisfying the condition
it is possible to receive a minimum of values of objective function. For reduction of algorithm operating time it is possible to impose restrictions for shifts operations. At first one will find the sequences of locomotives numbers that correspond to the minimum of total weighed downtime (total waiting time before the beginning of maintenance taking into account importance of locomotives) for each set N 1 , N 2 and N 3 . All locomotives have to be agrees [1] are served in decreasing order of w j /p j , j ∈ N . Therefore for each shift of the locomotive j, there is not more than two places in the schedule that can meet a condition (8). On carrying out shifts corresponding to minimum possible value dz j (π ) for all j ∈ N it is possible to receive the schedule corresponding to a minimum (local or absolute) values of the objective function (3).
Algorithm 2 (r j = 0)
At the beginning, all locomotives are placed at slot 3 in decreasing order of w j /p j , j ∈ N . We will rearrange locomotives of sets N 1 and N 2 at slot 2 if the completion time of their service decreases in turn. In the same way, we will rearrange locomotives of a set N 1 at the slot 1. If reshuffles has led to the fact that the beginning and maintenance of locomotives with a higher priority (w j /p j ) at the slot 3 is delayed in comparison with the beginning of maintenance of locomotives with low priority at slots 1 and 2, it is necessary to return all of these locomotives on slot 3.
The same operations will continue until at shift of locomotives times of the end of their service decrease.
Algorithm 3 (r j = 0) All locomotives are placed at the slot 3 in decreasing order of w j /p j , j ∈ N . After all possible shifts (similar to an Algorithm 1) locomotives at slots 1 and 2 have to meet a condition of w j /p j , j ∈ N also. Then the mutual sequence of their maintenance is defined for any two locomotives. So the method of limited search can be found the schedule which will correspond to an absolute minimum of the objective function (3). Theorem 1. Algorithm 3 finds the precise solution for O(3
Proof. Locomotives of the set N 1 can be served on any slot therefore to each locomotive there correspond 3 provisions in the schedule (one on each slot). The number of locomotives of this set is n 1 = |N 1 |, so options of their arrangement is 3 n 1 . Similarly for a set of N 2 there is 2 n 2 options of their arrangement. Therefore for 3 n 1 · 2 n 2 operations can find the schedule corresponding to an absolute minimum of objective function (3).
Algorithm 4 (r j = 0)
By means of an Algorithm 3, it is possible to find the precise solution. However, if the number of elements of sets N 1 and N 2 is rather high, then the number of operations for searching for the optimum schedule will be too larger. It is possible to make no more than 3 a and 2 b operations where a and b are some constants.
Then all locomotives will be placed at slot 3 in decreasing order of w j /p j , j ∈ N . Let's apply an algorithm 3 to the first m 1 locomotives among which no more than a locomotives belong to the set N 1 and b locomotives belong to the set N 2 . Further, we will apply algorithm 3 to the following m 2 locomotives among which not more than a locomotives of set N 1 and b locomotives of a set N 2 . And so on until all locomotives are shifted.
Algorithm for a single slot (p j = p)
Let all the locomotives belonging to the set N stand at slot 3 in the order of their arriving to the depot. To reduce the scheduling time at which the minimum of the objective function for one slot is reached, an algorithm can be used that compares two standing nearby for servicing the locomotive i and i + 1 according to the formula:
If at the expression (9) left term value is larger than the value on the right term then the locomotive i is serviced before the locomotive i + 1. If the right part is larger, then the locomotive i + 1 is serviced earlier.
Comparing the locomotive 1 and 2 by the formula (9), we determine the order of their servicing. We perform the transposition if it is required. Next (already in the new service schedule), let's compare locomotive 2 and 3, then 3 and 4, etc. At the end of the comparison process, we get the schedule π 3 (the first stage is over).
Consider the change in the objective functions (3) when two adjacent locomotives are interchanged in the schedule π 3 . If the objective function decreases under the trial transposition of two neighboring locomotives i and i + 1, then we change the locomotive i and i + 1 in the schedule and pass to the trial transposition i and i + 2. If the objective function (3) increases, then we move on to a trial transposition of i + 1 and i + 2, etc. After the process is completed, we get a new schedule π 3 (the second stage is over).
Theorem 2. In the case p j = p for all j ∈ N the Algorithm 1 construct the schedule for not more than 4(N − 1)) operations.
Proof. When we construct schedule in the first step, every two adjacent locomotives are compared. This operation requires N − 1 operations. In the other case, when we swap every two neighboring locomotives, the algorithm will perform an N − 1 operations. Similarly for the second step. In total, we have O(4(N − 1)) operations.
Algorithm for a single slot is optimum during the work with the larger number of locomotives.
Algorithm 5 (p j = p)
Let all the locomotives be placed at slots corresponding to their types. At each slot, locomotives are in the order of arrival at the station. To build the optimal schedule for each slot, Algorithm for a single slot is used. When the optimal schedule for each slot is built, we can start transposition (which are possible) between slots. Finding a locomotive among the locomotives from the set N 1 and N 2 , with the transposition of which at the third slot the target function will decrease the most, we will perform a transposition. Repeating this procedure until, during the transposition, it is possible to reduce the objective function, we obtain a schedule for which the objective function is less than or equal to the original one. Next, we will carry out a similar procedure for rearranging locomotives from the first slot to the second slot. The objective function value for this schedule will not be greater than the value for the original schedule. In Fig. 10 , each of the three black lines corresponds to the slot. The top line is the first slot, the middle line is the second one, the bottom line is the third one. The color of the train corresponds to the generation. Red color -first generation, green -second, purple -third. The order starts on the left. The closeness to the left determines the order of service.
Let all the locomotives stand at the third slot in the order defined by Algorithm for a single slot. We choose locomotives among the locomotives N 1 and N 2 , with the transposition of which at the slot corresponding to their type, the objective function decreases most. We will rearrange the chosen locomotive and we will repeat the procedure while there are locomotives, in the interchange of which the objective function decreases. We get the schedule with the objective function less than or equal to its value for the initial schedule. Now we will rearrange the locomotives, when transposition them from the first to the second slot, the objective function decreases most. Next, we repeat the permutation from the third slot to the second one and the first one finally. The objective function value for this schedule will not be greater than the value for the original schedule (Fig. 11 ) . (3) were counted. Comparisons were carried out with the method of limited search giving a minimum of objective function (3) . As a result of carrying out computing experiments on this selection, it is possible to claim that Algorithm 1 gives a minimum error when searching a minimum of the objective function.
At a further research of an Algorithm 1 and its comparison with the optimizer of IBM IlogCplex time of their work and the relative accuracy is estimated. The optimizer of IlogCplex looks for a minimum of the objective function (3) more precisely, however, the time of its work is several orders higher, than at an Algorithm 1 and is comparable to operating time of an Algorithm 3 (a For p j = p
The two above described algorithms are able to schedule at which the local minimum of the objective function is achieved. For a small number of locomotives (up to 10), it is advisable to use the full search algorithm. With a further increase in the number of locomotives, the use of Algorithms 5 and 6 is more justified.
